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Founded in Florence, Italy in 1987, Nomination remains one of the most important brand in 
the steel and gold jewellery market creating fashion jewellery for men and women. 

Nomination's jewellery is distinctive and personal, with irresistible designs that embrace the 
concept of self expression. You can become your own stylist with Nomination’s 
Composable Bracelet; a unique charm bracelet made up from a series of interchangeable 
precious links so you can create a personalised bracelet choosing from thousands of letters 
and symbols all handcrafted in 18k gold or sterling silver and decorated with enamel, cubic 
zirconia and semiprecious stones. 

Nomination uses only the highest quality materials: hypoallergenic stainless steel, 18k gold, 
sterling silver and carefully selected natural gemstones. Each collection is a true reflection 
of made in Italy - from the exacting manufacturing process to expert craftsmanship and 
stylish design. An international brand, Nomination has 50 stores and more than 5000 
independent retailers around the globe. 

Our story begins in the fabulous 1980's in the city of Sesto Fiorentino, in beautiful Tuscany, 
where Paolo Gensini had the brilliant idea to create a piece of jewellery that was affordable 
for everyone and that conveyed the personality and immagination of all who wore it. 
Florentine goldsmith traditions and creative intuition bring Paolo to the conception of 
innovative amulet jewellery. 

Thus, Composable is born, a bracelet whose links, united with a spring mechanism, are 
enriched with gold letters that can be combined to spell out your own name. 

The revolution in the world of jewelry is enormous. For the first time, stainless steel appears 
in window displays in what was once the capital of fashion, Florence, allowing for the 
creation of stylistically important precious accessories at an affordable price. Right away, 
the creation baptized "Nomination" (from the Latin 'to give name ',' to name someone'), 
becomes the DNA of the company and involves Paolo Gensini's entire family. 

Soon, he added more than 2000 symbols and new materials to the letters including enamel, 
stones, precious and semi-precious gems and diamonds. Thanks to this innovative bracelet, 
the Nomination iconographic language is born to create messages, express personalities 
and to reveal passions using customized jewelry. 

It is a powerful language that immediately crosses Italian borders to conquer the world, from 
fashion to the solar system to become a generational cult. World leader in the stainless 
steel and gold jewelry sector, we continue to propose new lines and collections that reflect 
Made in Italy quality and design and the values that have always guided us. 

www.nomination.com is the only official website. Authorized Nomination retailers are listed 
on www.nomination.com in the Store Locator section. 

Nomination Official pages on social networks are: 
 Facebook https://www.facebook.com/nomination.italy.fanpage? 
 Twitter https://twitter.com/nominationitaly 



 Instagram https://instagram.com/nominationitaly/ 
 Pinterest https://it.pinterest.com/nomination/ 

Guarantee: 

Nomination original jewellery is guaranteed for two years from the date of purchase 
exclusively for manufacturing defects. 

Each piece of jewellery purchased through the official Nomination online shop or in stores is 
accompanied by a guarantee stamped by the Company. 

For every requests please contact our Customer Service Department: 

e-mail: customerservice@nomination.com 

Trademarks and Copyrights: 

The NOMINATION and COMPOSABLE names and logo are registered trademarks in 
ITALY and throughout the world and the NOMINATION logo is also protected by copyright. 
Anyone using any of NOMINATION’s trademarks or copyrights without the legal right to do 
so or authorization from the owner or from the exclusive licensee is violating Italian law and 
the laws of the other countries, and faces civil and/or criminal liability. 

NOMINATION actively defends its intellectual property rights, employing a global team of 
attorneys and investigators and working closely with law enforcement to bring counterfeiters 
to justice and protect consumers from fraud. 

Nomination Anti-Counterfeit Policy: 

NOMINATION is a member of eBay’s Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) program, which allows 
us to request the removal auctions that we in good faith believe violate 's NOMINATION 
trademark or copyright rights. 

It is not possible for NOMINATION to contact the seller before having each auction 
removed. Instead, we follow the procedures eBay has established for the protection of 
intellectual property rights through its VeRO program. 

It is your responsibility as a seller to ensure that the items you list for sale are authentic; if 
you are not sure if your item is authentic, you should verify its authenticity contacting our 
official Customer Service customerservice@nomination.com 

Reporting suspect eBay sellers 

If you come across a seller on eBay that you suspect is violating our trademark, please 
contact us at b2c@nomination.com with the seller’s username, item number and/or link of 
the listing and we will investigate the matter. 
 


